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About This Content

If the base version of XOXO Droplets just doesn't have enough options for your liking, this extension will fix that right up. It's
got everything the game was meant to have.

Features:

3 more main jerk boyfriend options: Bae Pyoun, Jeremy King, and Pran Taylor

2 sweet but not-terribly-bright side boyfriend options: Kam Sung and Adrian Wulu

Yet 1 more boyfriend option in the flirtations party boy Lucas Kaiser (New Addition!)

4 Extra Date Events for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh
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The ability to unlock all 4 CGs and 12 outfits for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh, rather than just 3 and 10

50 more Random Events, 45 more Text Chats, 24 more Part-Time Work Events

320,000 words in total

An accessory system that lets you decorate the main character with a variety of pieces, plus small events where
characters comment on the accessories you wear

The option to change the background of your cellphone to one of 12 different options

Even better cheat codes

The game won't know you have the extension until you start a new file. After briefly starting the game you can then return to the
main menu to change your phone background or what have you. If you have files from the free version of XOXO Droplets,

those will work without issue. Again, you'll need to start a new file real quick, but then you can open up the load screen and pick
up where you left off in the free version with all the extras now available.
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I can't really give a review on this game as lots of aspects make it unplayable frame rate,graphics,control all jumble together to
make one horrific mess they call a game, i got this game as part of a bundle and that is the best part because i didn't have to
waste my money on such a dump game the worst thing about it is the idea of the game is brilliant sadly they have no idea how to
pull it off there fore fall flat on their uncontrollable plane DO NOT PAY MONEY FOR THIS GAME

PROS:
can't say anything bad about the story as i couldn't play much of it and don't know if there is one

CONS:
Frame rate
Graphics
Controls
. I just started playing and absolutely adore the visual and acoustic elements of the game. They just work wonderously well!.
This game is a great but short game

Full written and video review http:\/\/www.kamiotamega.com\/crowtel-renovations-review-pc\/. In it's current state, the game is
very simple but with that being said, I've also enjoyed playing it and will definitely keep trying to improve my skills.

I've tried a few games now that have archery, and this one is my favourite so far. It may not offer much variety in terms of
narrative, levels, enemies etc, but it's polished, intuitive and the controls are satisfying to use. The atmosphere is fantastic and
the environment is beautiful. It would be awesome if the developers expanded on the game in the way they've described it in the
Early Access Game Page. Nothing is stated about the possibility of co-op or competing against friends, which I think would be a
nice addition to the game.

It's a good game if you want a bit of a workout as well, and it's easy to switch between left and right hand, which can be done at
any point.

. buy it

play it

be happy. In short: very nice lil' game.. So, I only recently played Cinders (other game by this developer) and was quite happy to
see this one was recently released. I love the art style of these games - so beautiful.
I love that this one has two MCs and there's a mystery to solve. Things def didn't turn out as I expected and I liked that it wasn't
obvious (at least to me) who was doing what. The mechanic of having a notebook that kept track of things you learned about
other characters was pretty cool too. Unlike Cinders, there's not really much for romance options in this one, it's mostly focused
on the mystery here. I didnt really mind myself, but just something to think about if that's important for you in a VN.
I love that this one took me a little while to play through (my time on record is just one play through, though I did pause now
and then to talk about impressions and etc as I was recording an LP) and the story kept me riveted through the entire thing.
Overall, highly recommended.. awesome free roam game so fun and challenging 10/10 would play again
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Literally unplayable. I thought this would be the bad kind of unplayable, but it's just the unfun kind. Controls are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing insane. You literally fly instantly if you hit jump, aiming is awful. The gun play feels terrible. I
would literally rather lick the bottom of a dumpster than play more of this. :D I've never left a review before, so... if that tells
you something. This hurt me.. lovely song, beautiful drawing, and fresh story 9/10

this remind me of my hometown, make you want to go home TT^TT. it is a fun little game that i played when i didnt want to
consentrate but i wanted to do something. It's an old school platformer that has a sense of humor. I'm being dead honest, I loved
playing this game. the graphics are nice and the controls at first were difficult to get accustomed to. Give the game a chance,
and be patient with it. Also if you don't know what the controls are, because the tutorial really is a train wreck, just look at the
button configure screen..It helped me out a lot. Very easy achievments too, got 45\/55 in one playthrough.. This is a direct quote
from the Dev of Choice of Games by supporting this game you are supporting the worldview of Anita Sarkeensian.This game is
an extenstion of her views. A screen shot showing the Dev saying this.

"Choice Of Games embodies the same view of Antia Sarkeensian." End quote

Antia Sarkeenian is a person who misleads even her own fans, calls games and some gamers sexist or objective to females.The
Dev tells people not to buy their games unless they do agree with her world view. This is the Owner of Choice of Games saying
that. The Screen Shot will confirm it.

http://postimg.org/image/ewcujnjqv/. Terrible voice acting, 10/10 IGN recommends. Unmechanical is a very smooth, quite fun
puzzle game.
It pretty much offers what the trailer announces: pressing switches, dragging around stuff with a tractor beam and offering
lovely surroundings.
You need some brains to solve everything, but nothing too challenging.
I'm not a puzzle player, but I still ejoyed it.

As far as I know, this began as a student project for finals. So it's unusually polished for such and quite nice to play.
It's rather short (I got stuck because I'm an idiot, but still end at somewhat 3 hours) but a calm and weird experince.
The design itself might be the strongest point.
The somwhat mechanical, somewhat organical structures are somewhat scary somewhat comfy.
It has a weird atmosphere to boot.

In the end though, I won't recommend it. It was a lovely experience, so go for it if you're in the mood.

July Edit as suggested:
The game just didn't really catch or engage me. I just wanted to get through with it. So ...although it is nice, it kinda makes
painfully clear that you are wasting time with random puzzles. It leaves a bland taste to me. Such is highly subjective and might
be down to the fact that I'm not very fond of puzzle games.. The developer has abandoned this game. I found it extremely
difficult to traverse through this game.. Update: Since it's been quite awhile since I submitted my last review, though troubled by
the onslaught of bugs, hasstle, frustration and to who would have guessed, had fun would be all bundled nicely.. I HAVE tried to
work every flaw and enjoy the game.. But what game to enjoy thats just as bare as when I last played it last. You can add more
content; but it's bare bones if that doesn't draw you like it feels like it's important.. Food.. Yeah hit or miss out the game. Have
fun, maybe next year.. Great concept, simple - but very pleasant - graphics and sound. I can appreciate the quality of the game,
even if it's not my kind of thing.
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